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Widespread availability of long term evolution (LTE) signals makes them poten-
tial for use in passive bistatic radar (PBR) applications. However, their utility in
such applications is yet to be fully explored. This research focuses on the key LTE
signal attributes, such as subcarrier modulation schemes and bandwidth, and their
effect on PBR application. Space-time adaptive processing (STAP) concepts, both
full-dimension STAP (FD-STAP) and reduced-dimension STAP (RD-STAP), were
employed to evaluate and compare the effects of varying signal attributes, in terms
of signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) loss metrics (SINRL,o, SINRL). Sim-
ulation results concluded that decreasing LTE signal’s bandwidth and increasing its
bit-rate will worsen both SINRL and SINRL,o. This trend remained valid irrespective
of the type of STAP algorithm used. This research further analyzed the SINR loss
performance trade-off resulting from the choice of an LTE signal for airborne PBR
application solely based on just one of the two signal attributes discussed in this
report. Additionally, the impacts of intrinsic clutter motion (ICM) on PBR perform-
ance metrics examined and characterized using FD-STAP. The presence of ICM and
subsequent increase in its wind speed had widened the clutter notches of the corres-
ponding SINRL curves. Furthermore, a significant increase in wind speed diminished
the performance superiority of the low bit-rate signal over a high bit-rate signal pre-
viously characterized in scenarios without ICM. Finally, this research analyzed the
impacts of matched filter (MF) length variation, which concluded that increase in
MF length degrades the PBR performance.
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF LONG-TERM EVOLUTION SIGNALS IN
PASSIVE BISTATIC RADAR APPLICATIONS USING REDUCED DIMENSION
SPACE-TIME ADAPTIVE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
I. Introduction
1.1 Research Motivation
Slow-moving target identification is critical in any urban operational scenario.
With ever increasing spectrum congestion, employing such a scenario in contested
environments requires modern airborne radar platforms to conduct their search un-
detected using signals of opportunity. Increasing need for such requirements mo-
tivated this research to focus on the utility of passive bistatic radar (PBR) with
long term evolution (LTE) waveform in ground moving target identification (GMTI)
applications. PBR conducts its search and track activities through exploiting non-
cooperative signals of opportunities such as a wide-range of terrestrial communica-
tion signals including LTE. Thus, PBR has the advantage of remaining undetected
through not transmitting, instead relying on non-cooperative emitters such as LTE
signals. LTE signals are chosen for this research based on humanity’s ever increasing
thirst for widespread wireless connectivity and increased communication bandwidth,
making these orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) communication
waveforms ubiquitous.
One of the key constraints in detecting slow-moving ground targets in urban scen-
arios is the presence of ground clutter that suppresses the echo returns from the
targets. Hence, this research uses space-time adaptive processing (STAP) techniques
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to suppress clutter and to provide greater likelihood of target detection [1]. STAP
is a multidimensional adaptive filtering technique that simultaneously combines sig-
nals from multiple channels of an antenna array and multiple pulses of a coherent
radar waveform. The utility of LTE signals in PBR applications for GMTI will
be evaluated using STAP techniques, both full-dimension STAP (FD-STAP) and
reduced-dimension STAP (RD-STAP). Further analysis into the impact of LTE sig-
nal attributes, such as signal bandwidth and subcarrier modulation scheme (bit-rate),
on PBR’s target detection performance will also be undertaken using the same STAP
techniques. Through this analysis, performance metrics for various LTE signal attrib-
ute combinations are expected to be generated. This should assist mission planners in
choosing the appropriate LTE signal combination for their airborne GMTI missions
based on operating environment and mission requirements.
1.2 Research Problem Statement
The aim of this research is to tackle the PBR signal selection problem in GMTI
missions through assisting the mission planners in choosing an LTE signal with ap-
propriate attributes best suited for mission needs and operational environment. This
is done through,
• evaluating the utility of LTE signals in such missions within a contested and
spectrum congested environment;
• analyzing the impact of varying LTE signal attributes on PBR target detection
performance utilizing both FD-STAP and RD-STAP techniques; and
• presenting these results as performance metrics comparing LTE signal attributes




The following are the primary objectives of this research:
• Evaluate the employability of LTE signals for airborne GMTI using PBR ap-
plications.
• Develop PBR performance metrics for key LTE signal attributes in terms of
SINR loss using STAP techniques.
1.4 Previous Works
Maj Taylor had previously analyzed the relationship between LTE waveform at-
tributes and PBR performance using optimum FD-STAP techniques [2]. This research
will expand upon [2] through employing RD-STAP techniques, which is representat-
ive of real-world operational scenarios. Other prominent works relating to utilization
of LTE signals in PBR applications and STAP techniques in target detection are
summarized below.
Suitability of LTE as radar waveforms of opportunity in PBR applications was
investigated and demonstrated in [3–10]. A broader overview of radar waveform
diversity was documented in [11], which aided in developing the foundational under-
standing of radar waveform characteristics. Evers and Jackson summarized the signal
structure of frequency division duplexing (FDD) LTE downlink (DL) signal and illus-
trated its effect on cross and self ambiguity function (AF) of the signal. The signal
structure outlined in [3] extracted from [12,13] was adopted in this research. A novel
LTE signal generation tool, AFIT LTE toolbox, was developed by the researchers
to aid in crafting the signals relating to [3]. However, this Master’s thesis research
employed MATLAB LTE toolbox instead for reasons specified within chapter III.
Furthermore, [3, 4] focused on the deterministic features in examining self and cross
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AF of a specific LTE signal configuration. In contrast this Master’s thesis research
focused on random user data portion of the signal in analyzing the impact of signal at-
tributes such as bandwidth modes and encoding schemes. Detailed discussion into the
genesis of LTE technology and in-depth analysis of its signal structure, transmission
framework and other prominent aspects provided within [14,15] have greatly assisted
this research in understanding, simulating and exploiting these signal waveforms.
While the above listed works investigated the signal characteristics and utility of
LTE signals in radar applications, the following works proposed novel LTE and radar
signal processing techniques specific to certain radar applications. A signal processing
framework that iteratively detects and subtracts the most powerful signal from the
reflected target signal was proposed in [7] for use in passive air traffic surveillance
applications. This approach presented in [7] contrasts [3] that focused on cross AF.
Furthermore, Klock’s research focused on stationary transmitter and receiver setup
unlike the airborne moving receiver platform considered in this Master’s thesis re-
search. Similarly, MATLAB LTE toolbox was utilized in [7], but longer duration
waveform was used in contrast to this thesis research. Similarly a new processing
technique based on recursive minimum mean square error called time range adapt-
ive processing was investigated in [16] to address the sidelobe issues inherent in the
pulse agile radar systems. This designed approach in [16] simultaneously estimates
target’s range and Doppler to suppress the range and Doppler sidelobes of a pulse-
diverse system. A Bayesian framework for tracking mobile targets and estimating
their velocity for a PBR system using LTE was proposed in [8], which concluded that
mitigation of static clutter and direct signal is critical in target detection and estima-
tion. A more practical analysis of the same scenario without relying on the proposed
Bayesian approach was undertaken in [5, 6]. The experimental research in [5, 6] con-
firmed LTE-based PBR systems can be employed to detect and track slow-moving
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ground targets such as motor vehicles and pedestrians. Furthermore, a similar ex-
perimental approach could be adopted to practically assess the performance metrics
findings of this thesis research as a future task.
Hitherto there has been significant amount of research documented in literature
addressing STAP in radar applications. Of these [1, 17–28] are the most relevant
to this research in providing a broad concept overview of STAP in various radar
applications. These works aided in establishing the STAP knowledge base prior to
advanced signal processing techniques. Several such advanced STAP techniques were
covered in [1, 9, 17, 29–36]. Among these, [1, 29, 30] provided the underlying signal
processing models for the two RD-STAP algorithms addressed in this research, namely
extended factored algorithm (EFA) and joint domain localized (JDL).
Furthermore, this thesis research used the STAP and clutter models documented
in [2, 37]. Lievsay expanded the clutter models presented in [38–40] by introducing
clutter covariance matrix taper to address the pulse-diverse effects of LTE waveforms.
Hence, models presented within [2, 37] were used as stepping stones in constructing
the simulations models of this research, while [1, 29, 30, 38, 39] were relied upon to
develop the RD-STAP techniques employed in this thesis. Finally, this Master’s
thesis research investigated the impact of intrinsic clutter motion (ICM) on PBR
performance using FD-STAP through employing the two ICM models documented
in [1] and [41].
1.5 Research Methodology
This thesis research will build on the previous work conducted at AFIT. Hence,
majority of this research will follow the methodology described in [2] to derive the
PBR performance metrics through FD-STAP. It will expand upon the FD-STAP
approach to answer the problem statement using RD-STAP, a technique represent-
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ative of operational scenarios. Finally, this research in its entirety will be modeling
and simulation (M&S) centric using MATLAB® to simulate the LTE signals, clutter
environment, bistatic radar scene, and to perform signal processing.
1.6 Assumptions and Implications
The following list contains some of the broad assumptions underpinning this re-
search. Specific assumptions relating to research concepts, background, and method-
ology are detailed in their respective chapters.
• Narrowband signal model is assumed in order to decouple the Doppler and the
time-delay. Under this signal model, the signal bandwidth is assumed to be
much smaller than its carrier frequency, i.e. B  fo. Hence there is no signal
correlation across the spatial domain.
• Additionally, the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) is assumed to be much smal-
ler than the signal bandwidth (fr  B), thus the received signal from target
and interference sources are uncorrelated in slow-time (temporal domain).
• An airborne platform with side-looking uniform linear array (ULA) antenna
mounted on board exploiting LTE frequency division duplexing (FDD) downlink
(DL) signals is assumed throughout this research.
• A flat Earth model is assumed throughout this research.
1.7 Expected Contributions
Development of PBR performance metrics in terms of SINR loss for LTE FDD DL
signals will be the main contribution of this research. This PBR performance metric is
expected to assist mission planners in choosing suitable candidates or combinations of
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LTE signals for a target surveillance mission. Additionally, this research is expected
to further consolidate the STAP related knowledge base and serve as a platform for
future research at AFIT. Furthermore, a summary of results from this research is
presented in [42].
1.8 Thesis Report Organization
This research follows the five-chapter model, which is the default recommended
thesis report structure for an AFIT thesis. Chapter I, introduced the research mo-
tivation and its problem statement. In addition to this, research objectives, key
assumptions underpinning this research work, and a brief summary of prior research
relating to this topic were documented in this chapter. Chapters II to V are structured
as per below.
Chapter II contains theoretical background of key research topic areas, explained
through relevant literature review findings of prior research. Chapter III describes the
experimental construct of this research to address its problem statement through de-
tailing all the relevant M&S steps employed. Results of these simulations are presen-
ted and analyzed in Chapter IV, and assessed against the research objectives and
problem statement in Chapter V. Chapter V also proposes future work candidates to




The aim of this chapter is to equip the reader with the basic underlying theoretical
concepts relating to this thesis research. Brief overview of the core concepts relating
to this research, such as LTE signal transmission and structure, radar signal pro-
cessing including FD-STAP and RD-STAP algorithms, and PBR, is provided within
this chapter. This overview incorporates the literature review findings conducted in
preparation for this research within relevant sections.
2.2 Notation Convention
Prior to introducing the theoretical background, the standard convention in tech-
nical writing notation adopted throughout this report is outlined below for reader’s
reference.
• Matrices are represented in uppercase bold face symbols.
• Vectors are represented in lowercase bold face symbols. All vectors used in this
report are column vectors unless specified otherwise.
• Scalars are represented in lowercase regular face symbols.
• Linear transformations of a vector or matrix, projecting them to a lower dimen-
sional subspace, are represented using the same corresponding symbol with a
tilde accent on top. For example, ṽ is the transformation of space-time steering
vector v.
• Estimates of matrix, vector or scalar variable are represented using the same
corresponding symbol with a hat accent on top. For example, R̂ is an estimate
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of space-time covariance matrix, R.
• Identity matrices are represented with their dimensions as subscripts. For ex-
ample, IN is an identity matrix of size N ×N .
2.3 LTE Downlink Transmission
LTE communication signals form the basis of this research. As such, a brief
overview of LTE DL transmission framework is provided in this section.
2.3.1 LTE Downlink Transmission Overview
Each LTE signal consists of four distinct layers: physical layer (PHY), medium
access control (MAC), radio link control (RLC) and packet data convergence protocol
(PDCP) layers. PHY layer will be the primary focus of this thesis research as it
governs the signal structure of an LTE signal.
The key characteristic requirements that influenced the design of PHY layer are
high peak transmission rates, spectral efficiency and varying channel bandwidths [43].
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) technologies were adopted by the Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) [14], a global collaborative effort, to develop the next generation
wireless communication framework. Together, these two technologies constitute the
key difference between LTE and 3G signals.
2.3.2 OFDM Overview
OFDM is both a modulation and multiple access scheme employed in LTE signal
framework to offer optimal transmission rate over wideband channels [14]. It relies
on using multiple narrowband subcarriers that spread over a wideband channel band-
width [43]. Thus, OFDM is a multicarrier modulation scheme, which is a key point of
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distinction between the earlier iterations of narrowband wireless cellular frameworks
that relied only on single carrier modulation schemes such as wideband code division
multiple access (WCDMA) and global system for mobile communications (GSM).
OFDM of an LTE signal is implemented through converting the required number of
subcarriers, Ns, into time domain signal using Ns-point inverse fast Fourier transform
(IFFT). This conversion results in a time domain vector of duration Tu, which is the
time superposition of Ns narrowband modulated subcarriers. Conversely, applying
fast Fourier transform (FFT) to a parallel sequence of Ns independently modulated
data symbols in time domain results in a frequency domain waveform of Ns ortho-
gonal subcarriers [44]. These LTE subcarriers are usually represented as complex data
symbols in the frequency domain. Subcarrier frequencies are chosen such that they
are orthogonal to each other in order to eliminate cross-talk or interference between
the subcarriers. Basically, orthogonality ensures mitigation against intersymbol in-
terference (ISI). However, propagation of LTE wireless signal introduces multipath
fading effects at receiver due to OFDM requiring accurate frequency synchronisation
between the transmitter and receiver. Therefore, in order to mitigate this frequency
deviation issue at the receiver, a guard interval known as cyclic prefix (CP) of dur-
ation TCP is introduced into the LTE signal structure. Thus, the resulting overall
symbol duration is Tsym = Tu + TCP . Finally, Figure 2.1 shows a pictorial overview
of LTE DL transmission that encapsulates the concept discussed above.
2.3.3 LTE Physical Layer Overview
LTE PHY is responsible for all radio signal transmission, reception and all as-
sociated signal processing between user elements (UE) and enhanced Node B (eN-
odeB) [14]. Implementation of OFDM and MIMO is also carried out in this layer.
Two different duplexing modes are utilised in LTE signal transmission: frequency di-
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Figure 2.1: LTE FDD DL transmission overview demonstrating the implementation
of OFDM through Fourier transforms and multipath interference mitigation through
incorporation of CP into LTE signal structure.
vision duplexing (FDD) for signal downlink (DL) and time division duplexing (TDD)
for uplink (UL). Each of these modes uses different variations of OFDM access tech-
nology to implement signal multiplexing to allow access to multiple users in the avail-
able bandwidth – orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) in FDD
DL, and single carrier orthogonal frequency division multiple access (SC-OFDMA)
in TDD UL respectively. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 depict the partitioning of an LTE ra-
dioframe in FDD DL and TDD UL transmission modes respectively. This research
will solely focus on FDD DL transmission mode with detailed discussion provided in
Section 2.3.4.
One of the key drawbacks of OFDMA is its high peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) due to random constructive addition of subcarriers and adjacent channel
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interference through spectral spreading [43]. PAPR is often mitigated using complex
filtering techniques normally implemented at cellular base stations. The same imple-
mentation is cumbersome in user elements (UE). Hence, SC-OFDMA is utilized in
LTE UL mode to reduce PAPR. Conversely, OFDMA is employed in LTE DL, as the
base stations can accommodate the complex filters required to alleviate high PAPR
unlike UE in the case of LTE UL scenario.
2.3.4 LTE Signal Structure
Signal structure of an LTE FDD DL radioframe, spanning a duration of 10 ms, is
depicted in Figure 2.2. Each radioframe is partitioned to 10 subframes, 20 slots or 140
symbols [13, 15]. The total number of subcarriers of each of these LTE symbols, Ns,
are partitioned further into data (Nu), DC (Ndc) and guard-band (Ng) subcarriers,
whose exact number depends on the channel bandwidth of the LTE signal. Each of
Figure 2.2: Pictorial breakdown of an LTE FDD DL radioframe in normal CP mode
showing the hierarchical partitioning from radioframe to symbol.
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Figure 2.3: Signal Structure of an LTE FDD UL radio frame with notable difference
of each radioframe partitioning to two half-frames, which subsequently partitions to
special and non-special subframes.
these subcarriers have a frequency separation of 15 kHz, with channel bandwidth,
B, ranging from 1-20 MHz. Each of the subcarrier is modulated using either quad-
rature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16 quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM)
or 64 QAM. Signal bit-rate is dependent on these subcarrier modulation schemes.
Complexity of the subcarrier modulation scheme influences the signal bit-rate such
that the complex modulation scheme signal is transmitted at higher bit-rate than
the signal modulated using less-complex encoding scheme. Therefore, 64QAM signal,
considered to be the complex of the three LTE subcarrier modulation schemes, has
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the highest signal bit-rate while QPSK has the lowest bit-rate. Time duration of each
symbol is 66.67µs, while time duration of each of sample is expressed using the basic
time unit in LTE transmission Tsam= 1/30720000 = 32.55 ns. In addition to the user
samples, each symbol also contains CP of varying sample length.
In the normal CP mode the first symbol of a slot has a CP of 160 samples long;
each of the remaining six symbols contain a CP of 144 samples. The first symbol has a
longer CP length to ensure that the overall slot length in terms of Tsam is divisible by
the slot sample length of 15360 [43]. These CPs are copies of the end portion of their
respective symbols appended to their beginning to mitigate multipath interference
effects [3]. In the extended CP mode, a slot has 6 symbols to accommodate the longer
CP length of 512 samples. The normal CP mode is employed in urban areas with
smaller wireless communication cells. Conversely, the extended CP mode is adopted
in rural areas with larger cells. The CP portions of LTE symbols will be removed
when generating the LTE pulse trains in order to analyze the random user data
content of these communication waveforms, which is detailed in Chapter III. Table 2.1
summarises some of the key parameters of LTE DL FDD radioframe for reference [43].
Interestingly, not all subcarriers are used or modulated, with only the data subcarriers
are modulated with a chosen modulation scheme. The remaining subcarriers, such
as guard, are not used which accounts for 10% of the overall signal bandwidth. This
results in an LTE signal’s effective bandwidth, Be, to be approximately equal to 90%
of its corresponding bandwidth mode (B) as shown in Table 2.1.
In frequency domain, an LTE signal is usually represented in terms of its subcar-
riers and resource blocks. The number of subcarriers, Ns, varies depending on the
channel bandwidth as shown in Table 2.1. Each of these subcarriers is separated by
a frequency spacing, ∆f , of 15 kHz. Furthermore, an LTE signal is divided in both
time and frequency domains into resource blocks (RBs). In frequency domain, each
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RB spans 12 subcarriers while in time domain, each RB has a duration of one slot (0.5
ms) [14, 15]. The number of RBs also varies with channel bandwidth, with smallest
RB allocation of 6 for a channel bandwidth of 1.5 MHz and 100 RBs for 20 MHz. Each
of these RBs is further partitioned into resource element (RE) spanning the length of
one OFDM symbol duration in the time domain and one subcarrier frequency spa-
cing in the frequency domain (∆f). An RE, equalling one OFDM subcarrier, is the
smallest unit in the LTE time frequency grid as shown in Figure 2.4. One RB consists
of 84 and 72 REs in normal and extended CP modes respectively. Furthermore, from
Figure 2.4, it is evident that number of RBs does not change between the two CP
modes of a specific bandwidth mode while it does change with respect to B as shown
in Table 2.1. Conversely, RE which depends on number of symbols, Nsym, varies with
change in CP mode.
Table 2.1: LTE DL FDD Physical layer key parameters




fs [MHz] 1.92 3.84 7.68 15.36 23.04 30.72
Nsym [symbols] 7/6 (normal/extended CP)
Ns [subcarriers] 128 256 512 1024 1536 2048
Nu [subcarriers] 72 180 300 600 900 1200
Ng [subcarriers] 55 75 211 423 635 847
Ndc [subcarriers] 1
Number of RBs 6 15 25 50 75 100
Be [MHz] 1.095 2.715 4.515 9.015 13.515 18.015
TCP (normal CP) [µs] 5.2 (first symbol) / 4.69(remaining symbols)
TCP (extended CP) [µs] 16.67
Tsym [µs] 66.67
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Figure 2.4: Time-Frequency grid showing the mapping between an LTE FDD DL
subframe and one slot in both normal and extended CP modes. The 1.4 MHz band-
width signal shown contains six RBs per slot. Each RB contains 12 subcarriers in
frequency domain with a ∆f of 15 kHz and 7 or 6 symbols in time domain with a
Tsym of 66.67µs. Hence in total, each 1.4 MHz LTE signal contains six RBs and 84
REs in normal CP mode and 72 REs in extended CP mode per each slot.
2.3.5 LTE Reference and Synchronization Signals
2.3.5.1 LTE Reference signals
LTE signals contain cell-specific reference element (CSRE) in its time-frequency
grid to enable channel estimation and coherent demodulation at the UE [14]. These
reference signals are inserted in the first and the third last symbol with an intra-
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symbol spacing of 6 subcarriers between each CSRE. Additionally, these CSREs are
also staggered every three subcarriers between symbols, resulting in a total of four
CSREs per each RB. Figure 2.5 shows the locations of CSREs on a time-frequency
grid of a 1.4 MHz LTE DL signal subframe. CSREs are made up of complex values
corresponding to 504 two-dimensional (2D) reference signal sequences determined
according to the symbol position and cell identity [15]. LTE specification [12, 13]
specifies 504 different reference sequences to 504 different cell identities; 168 pseudo-
random cell-identity groups with three orthogonal physical layer identities in each
group. Even though they are pseudorandom, CSREs can be known a priori, through
knowing PHY layer cell-identities (CID) [3,44]. Finally, the UE will interpolate over
multiple CSREs to estimate the channel [3, 43].
Unlike DL, the UL mode employs two reference signals: demodulation reference
signals (DM-RS) and sounding reference signals (SRS). DM-RS are used to imple-
ment coherent signal demodulation at eNodeB. Conversely, SRS are used to enable
frequency selective uplink scheduling of UE, while DM-RS is utilized for coherent
Figure 2.5: Resource grid for the duration of one DL subframe of 1.4 MHz LTE FDD
DL signal showing the locations of CSRE, PSS and SSS. The resource grid also shows
the unused subcarriers - five subcarriers on either ends of the 62 synchronization
subcarriers in sixth and seventh OFDM symbols of a normal CP mode LTE signal.
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demodulation over a specific bandwidth assigned to a UE [14].
2.3.5.2 LTE Synchronization signals
LTE signal uses 504 PHY layer CID assigned to transmitters of different cells,
to enable UE to separate the information received from different transmitters [3,43].
These CID are a combination of 168 physical cell identity groups and three physical
layer identities within each physical layer group. Each CID is made up of unique pair
of primary synchronisation signal (PSS) and secondary synchronisation signal (SSS);
primarily used for initial DL synchronization of the network [3,14]. Using PSS, UE is
able to identify signal transmission cell’s physical layer identity: 0, 1 or 2. Similarly,
UE also determines the physical layer identity group number using PSS: one of 0 to
167. UE combines these two numbers to determine CID of the transmission cell. UE
uses this CID to workout the locations of CSRE; thus enacting channel estimation
and cell synchronization using synchronization and reference signals. Basically, cell
synchronization is the primary step adopted by UE to acquire CID that enables it to
read the user data from a particular cellular network. These synchronization signals
are transmitted twice per each radioframe: once on the first subframe (first slot)
and then on the sixth subframe (11th slot). PSS is located in the last symbol of
first and 11th slots and SSS located in the symbol immediately preceding the PSS
symbol (second last symbol of these slots). In frequency domain, synchronization
signals occupy the central six RBs regardless of the bandwidth mode. Specifically,
these synchronization sequences uses 62 equally spaced subcarriers in total with 31
on either side of the DC subcarrier, resulting in five subcarriers at each ends of sixth
and seventh symbols of 1.4 MHz signal unused. Figure 2.5 shows location of PSS and
SSS of 1.4 MHz bandwidth LTE signal over two RBs of the first two slots [3, 14, 43].
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2.4 Radar Signal Processing Basics
The most primitive function of a radar as its expanded acronym suggests is radio
detection and ranging (RADAR) of targets. Various signal processing techniques are
used in analyzing the received signal in order to detect the presence of a target and
to extract its critical attributes such as range, velocity and bearing. Three of the key
signal processing techniques will be introduced in the following subsections. Prior
to this introduction, a brief overview of pulsed-Doppler radar signal transmission is
provided here for reference.
A phased array radar, typically monostatic, transmits a pulsed-waveform (pulse-
train) comprised of pulses of duration τ , normally referred to as pulsewidth. Each of
these pulses forms a time-domain envelope of a modulated signal with a higher carrier
frequency. A radar transmits this pulsed-waveform and awaits for its reflection to
reach its receiver for a specific duration known as inter pulse period (IPP). Thus, the
total duration of pulse transmission and received signal waiting period is called pulse
repetition interval (PRI), which repeats at a frequency of pulse repetition frequency
(PRF).
Advanced radar signal processing usually operates on data sampled in more than
one domain [38]. Collection of range samples over a single pulse duration at a fre-
quency equalling pulse bandwidth is called fast-time. Similarly, calculation of the
phase drift or Doppler processing over many pulses at each range bin at radar’s PRF
is called slow-time. The processing frequency in slow-time (PRF) is much smaller
than that of fast-time (pulse bandwidth), i.e. fr  B, where fr is the PRF of the
radar waveform [2, 38]. Furthermore, processing of radar signal data through ap-
plying suitable weights to maximize signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) in
both temporal (pulse) and spatial (receiver channel) dimensions is known as STAP,
commonly used in phased array radars. Figure 2.6 contains a three-dimensional (3D)
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radar data cube highlighting various signal processing methods in their correspond-
ing dimensions [1,39]. This research will focus only on fast-time (pulse compression),
slow-time (Doppler processing) and STAP.
2.4.1 Fast-Time Processing
The radar data cube in Figure 2.6 shows a total of L samples of the complex
baseband signal corresponding to successive range intervals sampled at pulse band-
width or greater to satisfy the Nyquist criterion for each pulse transmitted. These
range samples are referred to as range bins once converted to distance using the signal
propagation speed, which is equal to speed of light for the purpose of this research.
Pulse compression is the common signal processing technique employed in fast-time
Figure 2.6: A 3D radar data cube, showing various radar signal processing techniques
in their respective dimensions. It depicts received data over one coherent processing
interval (CPI) comprised of LMN complex baseband signals, where L range samples
are collected for each pulse to cover the range interval by a single channel. With
a total of M pulses and N channels, these received complex baseband signals are
represented as a L×M ×N data cube.
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dimension. It essentially uses waveform design to decouple energy and resolution by
exploiting amplitude, phase, or frequency modulation to increase waveform band-
width while maintaining its pulse width such that B  1/τ [38].
In radar application, target detection is carried out using the reflected signal
in fast-time, through calculating its output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) instead of
analyzing or decoding the received signal [2,45]. Thus, the focus of signal processing
in this dimension is on maximizing the SNR of the received signal through applying
appropriate match filter weights rather than preserving its signal shape. The impulse
response of the matched filter of a finite length signal is the time-reverse complex
conjugate of the received signal. Consider a reflected signal r(t) = s(t) + n(t), where
s(t) is the transmitted signal and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
signal. The matched filter is designed with an impulse response, h(t), such that it
maximizes the SNR at a predetermined delay of t0. We know, for this condition to be
true, h(t) = s∗(t0 − t) must hold true. This condition results in a maximum SNR at
t = t0 of 2E/N0, where E is the signal energy and N0 is the noise signal energy [45].
Therefore, the weights that needed to be applied to the reflected signal to maximize
the SNR, w, is equal to conjugate of the digitized transmit signal, s∗(n) [2].
Width of the matched filter response mainlobe equates to the achievable range
resolution, ∆R, of the corresponding radar transmit waveform. For a monostatic





Similarly, unambiguous range, Rua, is the maximum range at which range to a target







Slow-time processing, widely referred to as Doppler processing, uses Doppler shift
information to enable target detection in environments where clutter is the dominant
interference. It also measures the radial velocity of the targets through their Doppler
frequency shifts [38]. Moving target indication (MTI) and pulse-Doppler processing
are the two specific classes of Doppler processing, which are not discussed in detail
as part of this research. However, [38] is a good source of information on these
techniques.
The Doppler shift, fD, that is at the core of Doppler processing is defined as
the difference between the frequency received, fR, and frequency transmitted, fT ,
expressed as [46]







where vr is the target’s radial velocity, λ is the signal wavelength, ψ is the cone angle
between the target’s velocity vector and radar’s line of sight (LOS) [38].
Doppler shift induced by a typical ground moving target is minimal, but the accu-
mulated change in phase over slow-time is more detectable [2]. Doppler processing is
focused on examining these accumulated phase changes over the normalized frequency,
f̄D, in the range ± 1/2 cycles per sample. The unambiguous Doppler frequency range





which is the the maximum range of Doppler shift frequencies that can be unambigu-
ously measured [38].
Equations (2.2) and (2.4) highlight the existence of the trade-off between unam-
biguous range and unambiguous Doppler of a pulsed-waveform. These two variables
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are dependent on radar signal’s PRF and are inversely related to each other. Hence,
a high PRF system will offer superior (larger) fua with inferior (smaller) Rua and
vice versa for a low PRF system. Thus, a high PRF system is well suited for meas-
uring targets with faster speeds as its Doppler shift measurement is always unam-
biguous. Conversely, a low PRF system is unambiguous in range for all targets of
interest. These systems are best suited in detecting slow moving targets that are
farther away [38]. Finally, a medium PRF system will have both range and Doppler
ambiguities and employed in scenarios where such tradeoffs are acceptable.
The aggregation time of these slow-time time samples over a single range bin is
called coherent processing interval (CPI), which is equal to the total number of pulses
contained in one CPI times the PRI of the system (assuming fixed PRF system).
Thus, increasing the number of pulses transmitted in one CPI increases the number of
samples aggregated across the slow-time, which also increases the number of samples






where M is the number of pulses transmitted in one CPI.
2.5 Fully Adaptive STAP
2.5.1 Platform Geometry
STAP systems rely on electronically scanned array (ESA) antenna system moun-
ted on an airborne platform to scan a target scene of interest. ESA is usually planar
in geometry and can enable target detection over slow-time, fast-time, and multiple
spatial domains (in azimuth and elevation). However, the 2D STAP employs a uni-
form linear array (ULA) which is limited to one spatial dimension. Basically, a ULA
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gathers radar data in two temporal and one spatial dimension over a given CPI. The
ULA geometry depicted in Figure 2.7 forms the geometry reference for this thesis
report.
A typical ULA uses an array of sensors to estimate the direction of the returned
electromagnetic wave by measuring the time difference of arrival as a phase variation
across the aperture. For this research, each antenna element of this ULA has a
dedicated channel. Each channel down-converts the received signal to baseband and
then applies match filtering to the down-converted signal. This match-filtered signal is
then sampled or digitized by an analog-to-digital converter prior to feeding it through
to the digital processor for post-processing [1, 39]. The digitized data obtained from
each of the three dimensions, forms the 3D radar data cube. Figure 2.6 depicts a 3D
radar data cube highlighting various signal processing methods as a reference. This
thesis report focuses only on STAP.
The following assumptions relating to STAP are applied throughout this research
[2, 17,39]:
Figure 2.7: Airborne phased array radar platform geometry for an arbitrary target
scene. θ is the elevation angle, φ is the azimuth angle, vrx is the velocity of the
aircraft, hR is the height of the airborne radar platform, and Rt is the range to the
center of the target scene from the airborne radar.
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• ESA is a ULA with N receiver channels across azimuth.
• Far-field approximation is applied to the signal propagation indicating a planar
propagating wave.
Other assumptions specific to signal model and data processing are introduced pro-
gressively throughout this report.
The respective phase measured at the nth spatial channel of the ULA depicted in
Figure 2.7 due to a propagating plane wave with specific direction of arrival is given
as
γs/n = τnω (2.6a)
where τn =
k(φ, θ) · dn
c
(2.6b)
and dn = dx/nx̂ + dy/nŷ + dz/nẑ (2.6c)
where
• τn is the time-delay between reception of the plane wave at the reference point
and the nth channel,
• ω is the angular frequency in radians,
• dn is the position vector corresponding to the phase center of nth channel,
• k(φ, θ) is the unit vector pointing normal to the plane wave in terms of azimuth
and elevation angles,
• c is the velocity of light,
• dx/n, dy/n, dz/n represents the Cartesian coordinates of the nth channel phase
center, and
• ˆx, ŷ, ẑ are the unit vectors along these Cartesian axes.
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dx/n cos θ sinφ =
2π
λ
dx/n cos θ sinφ (2.7)
The spatial and temporal components of the space-time snapshot, χs and χt , of
the received signal at lth range gate of this N -channel ULA with a transmit waveform
comprised of M pulses at a pulse repetition interval PRI of T are expressed as
χs = αsa(ϑ) (2.8a)
χt = αtb(ω̄) (2.8b)
where, ϑ and ω̄ are the normalized spatial and Doppler frequencies corresponding
to the spatial and temporal dimensions, with steering vectors in these dimensions
denoted by a(ϑ) and b(ω̄) respectively and expressed mathematically as
a(ϑ) =
[





1; ej2πω̄; ... ; ej(M−1)2πω̄
]
. (2.9b)









Ward and Melvin provided detailed derivations of these steering vectors in [1]
and [17]. The space-time steering vector is expressed as the Kronecker product of
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these two individual steering vectors.
v(ϑ, ω̄) = b(ω̄)⊗ a(ϑ) (2.11)
2.5.2 Radar Data Cube
The radar cube previously introduced in Figure 2.6, corresponds to a single CPI
which contains complex baseband space-time and range samples within its three di-
mensions:
• N rows corresponding to number of channels of ULA with each row containing
spatial sample on which the processor performs beamforming,
• M columns corresponding to number of pulses, with each column containing
slow-time samples on which the processor performs Doppler processing, and
• a total of L range samples are contained in its third dimension, which are used
in match-filter processing [39].
In STAP, the processor performs beamforming across the rows and Doppler pro-
cessing across the columns for a given range cell under test (CUT) as depicted in
Figure 2.8. Thus, the set of all samples of the match filtered signal for the CUT is
arranged to form a matrix shown in Figure 2.8. In order to process the range CUT,
the cells of the matrix are re-arranged to a single column vector, χ, of length MN×1,
commonly referred to as space-time snapshot as per shown through the STAP pro-
cessing chain in Figure 2.9 [2, 39]. Hence, a space-time snapshot is defined to be the
slice of datacube corresponding to a single range bin [1]. This space-time snapshot
can be decomposed into
χ = αv(ϑ, ω̄) + χu , (2.12)
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where its undesired noise plus interference component, χu , is further decomposed
into,
χu = χc + χn , (2.13)
where χc and χn are the clutter, and noise space-time snapshot contributions.
Figure 2.8: 3D radar data cube with L range bins, M slow-time pulses and N phased
array channels corresponds to a single CPI which has been converted into complex
baseband samples through pre-processing techniques [17]. Space-time data matrix
corresponding the range CUT at kth range bin is extracted on which STAP will be
applied to determine SINR performance loss.
Figure 2.9: A generic processing chain associated with STAP begins with vectorizing
the space-time data matrix, χ
l
fromM×N matrix toMN×1 vector. Once vectorized,
the processor applies complex transpose of the space-time weight vector of sizeMN×1
to yield a scalar test statistic yl which will be compared with a pre-defined threshold
to determine the appropriate hypothesis: H1 or H0.
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2.5.3 Clutter Signal Modeling
Clutter is the most complicated source of interference as it is distributed in both
temporal and spatial domains. It also spreads in Doppler, induced due to platform
motion [1]. This thesis report only considers ground based stationary clutter sources







where Nr is the number of range ambiguities, and Nc is the number of independent
clutter sources in each of these ambiguous ranges. As ground clutter is distributed
in range over a region extending to radar horizon, range ambiguities could occur if
radar’s range horizon (Rh) extends beyond its unambiguous range (Rua). Thus, if
Rua < Rh, then clutter contribution from multiple ranges will appear in the CUT.
The range of the 3D data cube’s range bins is limited to between hR and Rua to
restrict the range. However, in general, clutter contribution in terms of clutter to
noise ratio (CNR) decreases by a factor of R3 as R increases; hence, contributions
from these farther range ambiguities are generally insignificant. Similarly, αik and
v(ϑik, ω̄ik) are the amplitude and the space-time steering vector of the ik
th clutter
patch. The random amplitude of the ikth clutter patch satisfies the following through








CNR of the ikth clutter patch, ξ
ik
, is expressed using bistatic version of the radar
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• PT is the peak transmit power assigned as 1000 W for all experiments of this
research,
• GT is the transmitter gain which is a function of transmitter elevation and
azimuth,
• θT and φT are the angles to the ikth clutter patch,
• gR is the gain of each receiver element which is also a function of receiver
element’s elevation and azimuth to the ikth patch, (θR,φR),
• σik is the bistatic radar cross-section (RCS) of the ikth clutter patch,
• σ2 is the noise power fixed at 1 W,
• LT and LR are the system losses of transmitter and receiver respectively,
• RRik is the range from receiver to the ikth clutter patch, and
• RT ik is the range from transmitter to the ikth clutter patch
The bistatic RCS of the he ikth clutter patch is calculated as [37]
σik = Aik σ0(θI , θS, φOP ), (2.17)
whereAik is the area of the ik
th clutter patch, and σ0 is the normalized RCS coefficient.
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Lievsay adopted an interpolation model based on the measured responses from
Willis [47] generated as a function of clutter patch coordinate parameters – a com-
bination of in-plane and out-of-plane (IPOP) ground clutter patch angles θI , θS and
φOP [37] as hihglighted in Figure 2.10 [47]. The strongest RCS reflectivity was ob-
served when the out-of-plane angle is at its extreme bounds at either 0◦ or 180◦.
Conversely, the weakest reflectivity was at φOP = 90
◦. Refer to [37] and [47] for
detailed analysis of clutter patch RCS modeling and measurements. Finally, this re-
search uses the method outlined in [37] to calculate Aik, which employs a four-sided
polygon to approximate the patch area.
Assuming returns from independent clutter patches of the same range bin are

















is the CNR contribution of the ikth clutter patch, and σ2 is the noise
power component. Thus, Rc is a MN ×MN , block toeplitz matrix. For the range
Figure 2.10: Bistatic clutter geometry showing the IPOP angles. This geometry is
based on the coordinate system described in [47].
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unambiguous case (Nr = 1) Rc can be compactly expressed as
Rc = Vc Ξc V
H
c , (2.19)
where Ξc is the Nc × Nc clutter power contribution diagonal matrix, and Vc is the
MN ×Nc matrix of space-time steering vector of all clutter patches in the CUT.
As per earlier discussions, the LTE waveforms are considered to be non-ideal
radar waveforms due to high range sidelobes and pulse diversity. These pulse-diverse
waveforms result in poor clutter filtering due to pulse-to-pulse decorrelation of the
range sidelobes [37]. Hence, in order to model the de-correlation over slow time
due to pulse-diverse LTE waveform, a covariance matrix taper (CMT) is applied to
the clutter covariance matrix calculated in (2.18) [2, 37]. Lievsay demonstrated that
pulse diverse waveforms cause clutter Doppler spreading, thus applied a CMT to Rc




T(τ − τ0)Rc dτ, (2.20)
where Rc,τ is the clutter covariance matrix evaluated at delay τ , and T(τ − τ0) is the
CMT.
2.5.4 Intrinsic Clutter Motion
The clutter model outlined in 2.5.3 assumes the clutter patch echoes do not fluctu-
ate between pulses. However, in practice clutter echoes can fluctuate between pulses.
This fluctuation is typically due to natural variation in clutter reflectivity due to wind
and other climatic factors [48]. This pulse-to-pulse variation in clutter reflectively is
referred to as intrinsic clutter motion (ICM). Two separate models will be used to
simulate the effects of ICM in this research. Brief outlines of each of these methods
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are provided in 2.5.4.1 and 2.5.4.2.
2.5.4.1 ICM Model - Method 1
ICM Method 1 is based on the description provided by Ward in [1]. This approach
uses standard deviation of the clutter velocity to model the temporal amplitude vari-
ations. The clutter space-time snapshot in (2.14) can be alternatively expressed as
χc = (αk  bk)⊗ ak, (2.21)
where αk represents the M×1 vector of random amplitudes. The temporal fluctuation
causing these random amplitude variations can be modelled as a wide-sense stationary
random process whose autocorrelation function is
γk(m) , E{αl+mα∗l } = σ2 ξk exp
{





where σv is the velocity standard deviation of the ICM [1]. It is assumed that all
clutter patches have the same intrinsic velocity spectrum. Hence, a single σv is used
to model ICM in each simulation. Typical values of σv were measured for various
altitudes and tabulated in [49]. A small number of σv values will be chosen within
the range of 0.25− 2 m/s, to simulate clutter motion from weather at altitudes below
12, 000 ft [49].




(Γk  bkbHk )⊗ akaHk , (2.23)
where,
Γk = Toeplitz(γk(0); ...; γk(M − 1)), (2.24)
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is the M × M covariance matrix of the kth patch fluctuations. Presence of ICM
will broaden the clutter ridge indicated through widening of the clutter notch in
corresponding SINRL curves. This widening effect is due to the increase in the rank
of the clutter covariance matrix [50], which ultimately requires more adaptive DoF
to suppress the clutter returns. Section 4.5.1 and will analyze these effects through
simulation results in detail.
2.5.4.2 ICM Model - Method 2
The Billingsley model documented in [41, 48] is adopted as the second method
to model ICM in this research. This model is a product of an extensive research
conducted by Billingsley at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. Unlike Method 1, this method
accepts the wind speed as an input parameter instead of its standard deviation. Both
methods follow a similar exponential model with operating wavelength as a common
input parameter. The clutter Doppler power spectral density (PSD) of Method 2,
















where f is the Doppler frequency in Hz, δ(·) is the Dirac delta function, b is the shape
parameter that depends on wind conditions as tabulated in [41], and r is the ratio
between the first and second terms of (2.25). The ratio, r, can be expressed as a
function in terms of wind speed, vc, and carrier frequency, fc, as shown below [41,48].
10 log r = −15.5 logw − 12.1 log fc + 63.2 (2.26)



















Finally, the ICM taper corresponding to this ICM model is obtained by sampling
rc(τ) given in (2.27) at multiples of PRI [48]. The resulting M × 1 temporal taper
vector can be expressed as
TICM = rc(0 : M − 1). (2.28)
Applying the ICM taper in (2.28) to temporal steering clutter vector results in
the following clutter space-time snapshot.
χc = σ
2ξk · (TICM  bk)⊗ ak (2.29)





ξk(Tk  bkbHk )⊗ akaHk , (2.30)
where
Tk = Toeplitz (TICM(0); ...;TICM(M − 1)), (2.31)
is the M ×M covariance matrix of the kth patch fluctuations.
Similar to the ICM model outlined in 2.5.4.1, the Billingsley model in Method
2 is also expected to widen the clutter notches of SINRL curves with increase in
vc. Section 4.5.2 and will analyze these effects through simulation results in detail.
Finally, ICM Method 2 assumes the clutter motion to be constant at a given wind
speed while ICM Method 1 models clutter with varying motion and wind speeds, but
with constant standard deviation. Hence on the concept level Method 1 appears to
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be a more practically representative model in comparison to Method 2. However,
this thesis research did not seek investigate or validate the superior of these two ICM
models.
2.5.5 Noise Signal Modeling
Noise is the simplest of the three undesired signal sources to model as it is uncor-
related in both space and time. This assumption leads to the following MN ×MN







= σ2IM ⊗ IN = σ2IMN , (2.32)
where σ2 is the noise power. As these individual undesired components are independ-







= Rc + Rn. (2.33)
2.5.6 STAP Data Processing
In a broad sense, STAP involves adaptively adjusting a two-dimensional space-
time filter response in an attempt to maximize the filter’s output SINR. Consequently,
this improves detection performance through suppressing the undesired signal returns
such as correlated clutter sources, and uncorrelated noise sources [39]. An optimum
matched filter response is obtained through applying a set of weights, w, to the
vectorized space-time samples, χ, at the range CUT. The space-time processor applies
this weight vector to the received space-time snapshot data to provide coherent gain
on target while forming angle and Doppler response nulls to suppress clutter and
jamming [1]. The application of w to the space-time snapshot results in the scalar
test statistic y. This test statistic output from the square-law detector at each angle-
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Doppler (ϑ, ω̄) coordinate pair is expressed as, (also shown in Figure 2.9)
y(ϑ, ω̄) = |wH χ|2, (2.34)
which is compared against a predetermined threshold for target detection.
The optimum filter to maximize the SINR is given as [17]
wo(ϑ, ω̄) = κR
−1
u v(ϑ, ω̄), (2.35)
where κ is an arbitrary scale factor, that does not affect the SINR performance.






A single space-time weight vector is optimized for a specific angle and Doppler
pair as shown in (2.35). However, in practice the interference covariance matrix must
be estimated. The sample matrix inversion (SMI) approach is adopted to estimate
Ru from training data. A finite amount of training data is collected over the CPI











The training data contains Ls number of range bins whose length is generally
dependent on the degrees of freedom (DoF) offered by the radar system. In a station-
ary clutter environment, 2× DoF training data snapshots are necessary to achieve to
achieve an average performance loss of 3 dB [51, 52]. Most importantly, the training
data is void of CUT’s space-time snapshot and potentially adjacent guard band cells
as well (see Figure 2.11). Thus, Ls
2
number of range bins from either side of the




, are used in (2.37) to estimate Ru. Incorporating (2.37) into
(2.35) generates the following practical filter1
w(ϑ, ω̄) = κ̂ R̂−1u v(ϑ, ω̄). (2.38)
Figure 2.11: Training data containing space-time snapshots corresponding to range
bins of length of Ls located on either side of the CUT are grouped. Once grouped,
snapshot matrices in this data are vectorized, each forming a MN ×1 column vector.
Ls of these column vectors spanning the total length of the training data are grouped
together to form a space-time snapshot training matrix, χ of size MN × Ls.
1New training data need to be captured for each CUT to calculate specific R̂u and w.
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2.5.7 SINR Performance Metrics









where ξt is the SNR at one channel and one pulse. The optimal SINR is calculated













It can also be useful to express SINR as a relative metric with SINR Loss. The















These ratio of ratios metrics remove the influence of signal and noise so the impacts
from algorithms, waveforms, and estimation techniques can be analyzed. The metrics
in (2.42) and (2.43) are the the primary ones used in this research.
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2.6 Partially Adaptive STAP
Thus far, this report has described the application of STAP as a 2D adaptive filter
operating on M pulses and N channels [17], commonly referred to as fully adaptive
STAP or FD-STAP. This section will introduce two alternate STAP techniques com-
monly used in practical applications to mitigate the FD-STAP limitations, such as
excessive computational processing requirements and limited availability of suitable
training data. While reducing the DoF could be used as a mitigation strategy against
these limitations, doing so degrades the performance due to reduction in space-time
aperture [17]. Hence, alternate STAP techniques, implemented either through reduc-
tion in STAP processor’s dimensionality or application of low-rank interference covari-
ance matrix approximation, are introduced in this section. RD-STAP transforms the
original set of received signals to a relatively small subset to solve a reduced-dimension
adaptive filtering problem [1]. This research focuses solely on RD-STAP techniques
for its partially adaptive STAP analysis. Reduced rank STAP (RR-STAP), which
focuses on improving the statistical convergence through employing data-dependent
transformations will not be analyzed in detail as part of this research.
2.6.1 RD-STAP Concept Overview
RD-STAP relies on reducing STAP processor’s dimensionality in terms of number
of pulses or channels to reduce the computational and training data burden imposed
on the system. This technique applies data independent transformations to pre-filter
the data and reduce the number of adaptive DoF [17]. RD-STAP projects the space-
time snapshot, χ, to reduced dimensions by applying linear transformations resulting
in the following transformed vector of reduced dimensions
χ̃ = THχ, (2.44)
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where the transformation matrix, T ∈ NM ×K, yields the transformed space-time
snapshot, χ̃ of reduced dimensions K×1. K is chosen such that K  NM . Applying
the same transformation to the space-time steering vector in (2.11) gives
ṽ = THv(ϑ, ω̄). (2.45)
The corresponding optimal RD-STAP weight vector for this transformed data with
reduced dimensions space-time interference covariance matrix, R̃ ∈K×K is expressed
in (2.46a). The adaptive solution involves estimating ˆ̃R from (2.37) using transformed
training dataset of reduced length. Applying the transformed steering vector, ṽ, to
ˆ̃R yields the practical RD-STAP weight vector in (2.46b) [17,39].
w̃o = R̃
−1ṽ (2.46a)
w̃ = ˆ̃R−1ṽ (2.46b)
The transformation matrix, T, can be chosen from one of the beam/element-space –
pre/post-Doppler combinations detailed in the following subsection.
2.6.2 RD-STAP Algorithms
Combinations of temporal and spatial filtering of the received sampled data de-
termine the type of transform to be used. Figure 2.12 shows a typical taxonomy
of RD-STAP algorithms, classified by the non-adaptive filtering transformations ap-
plied to the CPI data samples. CPI data with nil transformation is represented by
the top-left quadrant of Figure 2.12, which relates to FD-STAP discussed earlier. Fil-
tering in their respective domains prior to adaptation will result in either beam-space
pre-Doppler or element-space post-Doppler as shown in the bottom-left and top-right
quadrants of Figure 2.12. Spatial filtering, also known as beamforming, is performed
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on each PRI to reduce the DoF in spatial nulling and angle estimation applications
and to transform the space-time snapshot data to angle beam-by-PRI data [1]. These
pre-Doppler classes of algorithms are generally referred to as displaced phase center
antenna (DPCA) and discussed in detail within [1, 39].
Similarly, temporal filtering commonly known as Doppler processing is performed
on each channel prior to adaptive processing, transforming the space-time snapshot
into space-Doppler snapshot. Doppler filtering can isolate the clutter interference to
the angular regions of the clutter ridge corresponding to the Doppler filter mainlobe;
thus reducing the number of adaptive DoF required in post-Doppler processing. Ex-
tended factored algorithm (EFA) is a specific variant of element-space post-Doppler
filtering analyzed in this research. A brief introduction of EFA is provided in 2.6.3.
Finally, performing both spatial and temporal filtering prior to adaptation, known
as beam-space post-Doppler algorithm, is depicted in the bottom right quadrant of
Figure 2.12. A common example of this class of algorithm is to perform 2D dis-
crete Fourier transform (DFT) of the CPI data as shown in Figure 2.12. Using this
approach, interference is localized both temporally and spatially, allowing a smaller
subset of transformed data to be adaptively processed [1]. Joint domain localized
(JDL) algorithm is a specific variant of beam-space post-Doppler filtering analyzed
in this research. A brief introduction of JDL is provided in 2.6.4.
2.6.3 Extended factored algorithm (EFA)
EFA is an element-space post-Doppler class of RD-STAP algorithm that uses
both temporal tapering and filtering to reduce the dimension of the space-time data.
EFA applies one-dimensional DFT of length M , to the windowed PRI data of each
channel. This transforms the data from the space-time to space-Doppler domain.
Using correlation reduction property of frequency domain, an odd number of Doppler
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Figure 2.12: Various types of RD-STAP algorithms classified based on the type trans-
formation filtering applied to the CPI data prior to adaptive processing [1].
bins is selected such that the central bin corresponds to the frequency response peak
with remaining bins corresponding to the adjacent bins on either side of it. DiPierto
discusses EFA in elaborate detail in [29] with specific derivations and theoretical
basis. An order 2 EFA, that extracts the central and one adjacent Doppler bin on
its either side, requires training data of length 2× DoF = 2× (3×N) = 6N , which
is considerably less than the minimum data requirement of the FD-STAP scenario
of 2 ×MN . Furthermore, the matched apodized Doppler weight vector can be pre-
calculated as it is shift-invariant in the frequency domain, which further reduces the
computational requirement [37]. Similarly, an order 2 EFA, requires M number of R̃
matrices of size 3N×3N to be calculated across each spatial channel. Thus the overall
computations required for an order 2 EFA is M× [N× ((2×Order)−1)]3 = M(3N)3,
which is significantly smaller than FD-STAP’s overall computational requirement of
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(MN)3 – reduction by a factor of M2/27. Thus, an order 2 EFA enables reduction in
both training data and computational requirements by a factor of M/3 and M2/27
respectively with minimal performance loss as stated in [29]. A typical process flow
of an order 2 EFA is shown in Figure 2.13.
2.6.4 Joint domain localized (JDL) Algorithm
JDL is a beamspace post-Doppler class of RD-STAP algorithm that transforms
the received data from space-time to angle-Doppler domain prior to applying adaptive
filtering. Unlike EFA, a 2D DFT is applied together on both spatial and temporal
components of the space-time vector in JDL to transform it to angle-Doppler do-
main [30]. Once transformed, the angle-Doppler bin data grouped into L number of
localized processing regions LPRs, each comprised of Md Doppler bins and Nb angle/-
Figure 2.13: An Order 2 EFA process flow for an N channel array that received M
pulses in a CPI. The adaptive weights shown in the figure represents wn,d, where n
corresponds to the channel and d corresponds to a specific Doppler bin.
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beam bins. Md and Nb are chosen to be odd numbers and are smaller than the M
and N respectively. LPRs of size [3×3] or [5×5] are generally adopted to reduce the
overall dimensionality of the adaptive processing [53]. Figure 2.14 demonstrates the
JDL implementation using LPRs of size [3 × 3] for a system with 11 pulses and 11
receiver channels ([11 × 11]). The angle bins chosen to form each LPR are centered
around the look-direction of the antenna array corresponding to 0◦ [30,53]. However,
due to distribution of clutter in Doppler, each Doppler bins have to tested. Hence,
the number of LPRs is equal to total number of pulses or Doppler bins, with Doppler
bin being tested is centred within the LPR. Both Ong [30], and Wang and Cai [53]
describe the background, derivation and mathematical model of JDL in detail. A
typical process flow of JDL is shown in Figure 2.15 [1].
Similar to EFA, JDL is also employed to reduce the computational and sample
support burden of FD-STAP. But unlike EFA that reduces DoF only in the Doppler
domain, JDL enables DoF reduction in both angle and Doppler domains by choosing
Figure 2.14: An example of LPR layout of a [3 × 3] JDL algorithm implemented on
a [11× 11] space-time system. The LPRs are clearly shown to be centred around the
look-drection of the receiver antenna at 0◦. A total of L LPRs are shown with l = 0
corresponding to the first LPR, while l = L− 1 corresponds to the last LPR.
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Figure 2.15: JDL algorithm process flow for an N channel array that received M
pulses in a CPI.Nb number of angle bins are selected from the output of the beamspace
processor, centred at (0◦).The adaptive weights shown in the figure represents wnb,md ,
where nb and md corresponds to a specific angle and Doppler bin.
a subset of the available bins in the respective domains to form LPR prior to adaptive
filtering. Thus, the training data requirement of a [3 × 3] JDL reduces to 18 (2 ×
3 × 3) from 242 (2 × 11 × 11) for the scenario shown in Figure 2.14. Similarly, the
computations required reduce to 11 × 11 × (3 × 3)3 = 8.82 × 104 from (11 × 11)3 =
1.77 × 106 for FD-STAP and 11 × (11 × 3)3 = 3.95 × 105 for an Order 2 EFA. This
comparison clearly shows the considerable reduction in the computation time between
JDL, FD-STAP, and EFA. Thus JDL experiments are expected to be executed N2/N3b
times faster than EFA experiments. This reduction in training data requirement,
while yielding reduction in processing time required, may increase the SINR loss
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compared to EFA due to smaller DoF and training data available to suppress the
interference sources. Chapter IV will analyze this trade-off in detail.
2.7 Passive Bistatic Radar (PBR)
Bistatic radars transmit and receive from two separate locations [54]. PBR, a
specific case of bistatic radar, operates only in receive-mode relying on stationary
emitters of opportunity for target detection. Bistatic radar offers both advantages
and shortfalls against monostatic radars. One such advantage is that targets can be
viewed from different angles enabling low-observable targets to be detected, as tar-
get RCS varies with bistatic angle (β). Transmitter signal is also received directly
at the receiver, potentially inducing interference masking weaker target returns [55].
Similarly, PBR also has both benefits and shortfalls: As a receive only system, PBR
does not have to compete for bandwidth in a frequency congested environment. Con-
versely, due to dependence on non-cooperative emitters of opportunity, the resulting
signal processing can be more challenging when compared to monostatic or general
bistatic scenarios.
2.7.1 Passive Bistatic Geometry
The basic bistatic geometry shown in Figure 2.16 is described using a 2D North-
reference coordinate system discussed in [47, 54]. This basic geometry assumes that
the transmitter and the receiver are positioned at the same altitude within the bistatic
plane. A brief overview of this basic bistatic geometry is as follows. The bistatic
baseline, L, is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Similarly,
the bistatic range, RB, is the sum of the distances between target and transmitter
(RT ), and target and receiver (RR), i.e., RB = RT + RR. Constant RB generates
elliptical isorange contours within the bistatic plane as shown in Figure 2.16. These
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isorange contours represent constant propagation delay from all ground scatterers
that lie on this isorange contour [37]. Conversely, extending this to the 3D PBR
geometry, depicted in Figure 2.17, creates a prolate spheroid where the surface defines
a constant bistatic range. This prolate spheroid (ellipsoid) is formed by revolving
the 2D geometry’s isorange contour ellipse about its major axis [37] whose foci are
represented by the transmitter and receiver. The intersection of the ground plane
(x− y plane) and this ellipsoid produces ellipses of constant bistatic range, as shown
in Figure 2.16 [54]. Finally, the bistatic angle, is the angle between the transmitter
and receiver with its vertex at the target as shown in Figure 2.16.
The geometry of the PBR model considered in this research cannot be described
using the basic bistatic geometry in Figure 2.16 due to altitude variations between
Figure 2.16: A typical passive bistatic geometry with North-referenced coordinate
system [47].
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the transmitter and the receiver. Instead, a 3D geometry shown in Figure 2.17 is
adopted to describe the PBR geometry. The receiver system is assumed to be a ULA
mounted on an airborne platform travelling at vrx along the y-axis at hR meters above
the ground plane. Conversely, the LTE transmitter is assumed to be stationary at
(L cos θT cosφT , L cos θT sinφT , hT ), such that hR > hT [37]. The bistatic baseline, L,
is expressed as |hR−hT
sin θT
| in the 3D PBR geometry. Assuming a flat earth model, the
grazing angle can be treated as the elevation angle, θT , between the transmitter and
receiver. Furthermore, θT is defined as negative. The angle between the transmitter
and the receiver in the ground plane is defined as azimuth angle, φT , where 0
◦ and
90◦ corresponds to the x and y axis respectively. The PBR model simulated in this
research assumes the transmitter lies on the x-axis with φT = 0
◦. Other specific
parameters chosen to model this PBR geometry are detailed in Section 3.3.
Figure 2.17: A typical passive bistatic geometry with North-referenced coordinate
system [47].
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2.7.2 Passive STAP Clutter
The airborne platform of the PBR system defined in this research induces a Dop-
pler shift on the clutter that extends in both range and angle [37]. Conversely, the
stationary LTE transmitter does not induce a Doppler shift on the clutter. Thus, in
a passive system the resulting Doppler shift is half of the shift seen in a monostatic
system while keeping vrx and λ constant. Induced Doppler shift is defined as
fd =
k̂tx · vtx + k̂rx · vrx
λ
, (2.47)
where k̂tx and k̂rx are the unit vectors pointing to the target from the transmitter
and receiver respectively (see Figure 2.16) and vtx and vrx are the transmitter and






where vrx = vrx ŷ and k̂rx is expressed as
k̂rx = cos θ cosφ x̂ + cos θ sinφ ŷ + sin θ ẑ, (2.49)
where θ and φ are the elevation and azimuth angles from the ULA reference channel




cos θ sinφ. (2.50)




cos θ sinφ, (2.51)
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where fr is the PRF of the PBR system. Equation (2.51) highlights that f̄d behaves
linearly as function of cos θ sinφ in the PBR system in contrast to monostatic system
where f̄d is a linear function of sinφ. In a monostatic system cos θ and sinφ are de-
coupled due to circular range bins with constant cos θ within the range bin. However,
in a PBR system both θ and φ vary while traversing the elliptical isorange contour
to maintain constant bistatic range [37].
2.7.3 Passive STAP Doppler Response
The total Doppler response, ftot, induced by a moving target in a PBR scenario
can be decomposed to two separate Doppler shift components: The target Doppler
shift, ftgt, and the receiver Doppler shift, frx. The target Doppler is defined as
ftgt =










where v̂tgt and vtgt are the direction and the magnitude of the target’s velocity, vtgt.
















v̂tgt = sin δ x̂ + cos δ ŷ, (2.53c)
where β is the bistatic angle, δ is the angle between the bistatic angle bisector and
the target velocity vector as shown in Figure 2.16.
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where target’s position is described by its elevation (θ) and azimuth (φ) angles. Com-
bining (2.55a) and (2.55b) yields the following normalized total Doppler response









cos θ sinφ. (2.56)
2.8 Chapter Conclusion
Brief overviews of LTE signal structure and transmission, radar signal processing
basics, STAP and RD-STAP were provided in this chapter. The two performance
metrics used in analyzing the impacts of varying LTE signal attributes on PBR per-
formance were also introduced. Chapter III will detail the modelling and simulation




This chapter outlines the methods employed in the M&S activities of this thesis
research. Firstly, it introduces the LTE waveform generation and symbol extraction
steps that results in the formation of LTE pulse-train waveforms. Following this,
the M&S steps of the core radar signal processing concepts of this research, both
FD-STAP and RD-STAP, are documented in detail. This chapter also includes any
assumptions adopted to generate the radar and target scene geometry and character-
istics.
3.2 LTE Waveform Generation
LTE waveforms can be generated on MATLAB® using either the AFIT LTE or
the MATLAB LTE toolboxes. The AFIT LTE toolbox was developed at AFIT by
Radar Engineering Faculty and students, which generates an LTE waveform of fixed
bandwidth containing 110 RBs per symbol, with 120 symbols per radioframe (exten-
ded CP mode). AFIT LTE toolbox provides the flexibility to generate waveforms with
or without synchronisation and reference signals and the ability to vary the number of
symbols. However, it lacks the ability to easily modify the effective bandwidth and the
bit-rate of the signal. Conversely, MATLAB LTE toolbox is more robust in providing
greater flexibility in generating waveforms with varying bandwidths, bit-rates, signal
duration, and synchronisation and reference signals characteristics. Considering the
core aim of this research is to characterize the impacts of varying LTE waveform
attributes on PBR performance, MATLAB LTE toolbox was chosen as the preferred
LTE waveform modeling tool of this research. A detailed discussion of MATLAB
LTE toolbox user interface is provided within [2]. A screen capture of the MATLAB
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wireless waveform generator application output of a 20 MHZ LTE FDD DL signal is
shown in Figure 3.1 for reference. As highlighted in [2], MATLAB commands were
used instead of this user interface to generate multiple realizations of LTE waveforms
more robustly and efficiently. A snippet of the code used is provided as Figure 3.2.
3.2.1 Symbol Extraction
As an extension of [2] this research will also extract the fifth symbol to form
the individual pulses of the transmit pulse-train waveform in all experiments. This
approach removes the control regions and synchronisation signal effects from M&S to
focus only on the random user data and CSRE segments of the LTE waveform. The
fourth symbol could be used if a waveform with user data without CSRE is desired
Figure 3.1: Screenshot of MATLAB wireless waveform generator application output
showing one realization of 20 MHz 64 QAM LTE FDD DL subframe. The resource
grid clearly indicates the symbols containing CSRE, synchronisation, and control
signals. The symbol of preference for this research, fifth symbol, can be seen only
containing user data samples and CSRE depicted in green and white.
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Figure 3.2: MATLAB code used to generate one realization of 20 MHz 64 QAM LTE
FDD DL subframe, which is a more robust way to generate LTE signals compared to
the waveform generator application shown in Figure 3.1. fsampfact (fs) is the sample
scaling factor between the differing bandwidth modes and the highest LTE bandwidth
mode of 20 MHz: e.g., sample scaling factor for 10 MHz mode is 2 as the number of
useful samples of 10 MHz and 20 MHz are 1024 and 2048 respectively.
(refer to Figure 2.5). The LTE symbol extraction process is dependent on the effective
bandwidth of the signal to be generated. Indexing of the samples to be extracted,

















Sampstart = Tstart × fs + 1 (3.1c)







• n is the symbol to be extracted (fifth symbol in this research),
• Tstart and Tend are the starting and ending time indices of the extracted symbol,
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• Sampstart and Sampend are the first and the last samples of the extracted sym-
bol,
• Ncp1 and Ncp2 are the number of samples of the CP corresponding to the first
symbol and the remaining six symbols of a normal mode LTE signal,
• Ts and fs are the sample duration and sampling rate of the LTE signal, and
• Signal is the one radioframe of LTE FDD DL generated using MATLAB LTE
tool.
3.3 Radar and STAP Model Simulation
This section outlines steps used in modeling both PBR and STAP digital pro-
cessor. The PBR is assumed to be an airborne side-looking multi-channel ULA radar
receiving signals of opportunity from fixed transmitter on ground. This transmitter
is defined by position coordinates as discussed in 2.7.1 and shown in Figure 2.17. A
flat Earth model is assumed as stated in 1.6, hence the grazing angle can be treated
as elevation angle. Finally, given the previously mentioned platform geometry defin-
ition, the specific values listed in Table 3.1 were chosen for all experiments of this
research.
The x-coordinate of the target location was changed depending on the LTE band-









vrx ≈ 112 m/s
Table 3.1: PBR simulation model coordinates
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from 1.4 MHz to 20 MHz, which impacts the range resolution of the LTE waveform.
Therefore, selection of a target’s x-coordinate position is critical in ensuring that
sufficient matched filter responses can be simulated. This approach is required to
model the clutter-Doppler spreading due to decorrelation of range sidelobes resulting
from LTE pulse diverse waveform [37]. The six available LTE bandwidth modes were
grouped into three separate bandwidth pairs: High-band (20 and 15 MHz); Mid-
band (10 and 5 Mhz); and Low-band (3 and 1.4 MHz). Subsequently, the target’s
x-coordinate was changed for each of these bands, in order to model the clutter-
Doppler spread using CMT (refer to 2.5.3).
3.3.1 Element-space Post-Doppler Simulation
This section outlines the M&S steps used to model the element-space post-Doppler
STAP technique of EFA: one of the two RD-STAP algorithms analyzed in this project.
Detailed description of EFA can be found in [29] and in Section 2.6.3 of this thesis
report.
1. Assign radar waveform attributes for the simulation experiment as per listed
below:
(a) Set the number of pulses, M , to 16.
(b) Set the number of channels, N , to 8.
(c) Set the preferred RCS model for the clutter. All experiments used the
IPOP clutter RCS model described in 2.5.3, unless otherwise specifically
stated.
(d) Set the PRF to 7500 Hz.
(e) Set the PBR geometry coordinates values as per listed in Table 3.1.
2. Set the following LTE waveform attributes for each simulation experiment
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(a) Specify the LTE bandwidth mode through changing the port value (‘R.4’
(1.4 MHz) through to ‘R.9’ (20 MHz)), refer to Figure 3.2.
(b) Choose one of the following LTE subcarrier modulation scheme: QPSK,
16 QAM or 64 QAM.
(c) Specify the effective bandwidth associated with the LTE bandwidth mode
chosen for the experiment, where Be = (Nu + 1) · 15× 103.
3. Generate a pulse-train waveform containing diverse LTE symbol in each pulse
as per detailed below.
(a) For each pulse generate 1 subframe of the LTE waveform defined at step
2. Refer Figure 3.2 for the MATLAB code used to generate this subframe.
(b) Use sub-equations of (3.1) to extract the fifth symbol of the LTE subframe
generated. Tag and store the extracted symbol as the signal corresponding
to the respective pulse.
(c) Repeat steps 3a and 3b for each of the M pulses.
(d) Combine the individual pulses to form a pulse-train waveform, which will
be used as the received radar signal in this simulation.
4. Set the preferred matched filter length by specifying the corresponding max-
imum range, where Rmax = c · τmf , τmf is the preferred matched filter duration
and c is the speed of light in vacuum. For experiments using Short MF, let τmf =
5.4µs. Similarly, for experiments using Full MF, let τmf = Tsym = 66.67µs.
5. Use the Rmax to perform match filtering of the received radar signal (LTE pulse-
train) across fast-time using MATLAB xcorr function. Normalize this match
filter response and store results.
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6. Calculate clutter space-time snapshot, χc , and clutter covariance matrix, Rc
through completing the below steps:
(a) Calculate the temporal steering vector for all clutter patches, b(ω̄). For
experiments with ICM, add the chosen method’s taper to the temporal
steering vector. Design these ICM tapers for Method 1 and Method 2
using Equations (2.22) and (2.28).
(b) Calculate the spatial steering vector for all clutter patches, a(ϑ).
(c) Calculate the space-time steering vector for all clutter patches, v(ϑ, ω̄)
using Equation (2.11).
(d) Calculate the RCS for each clutter patch based on the IPOP RCS model
chosen. Refer to Subsection 2.5.3 for further details regarding RCS calcu-
lation.
(e) Calculate CNR for each clutter patch using Equation (2.16).
(f) For experiments without ICM
i. Calculate χc using Equation (2.14).
ii. Calculate Rc using Equation (2.18).
(g) For experiments with ICM
i. Calculate χc using Equations (2.21) and (2.22).
ii. Calculate Rc using Equations (2.23) and (2.24).
(h) Apply CMT to Rc using Equation (2.20).
7. Calculate noise space-time snapshot, χn, and noise covariance matrix, Rn by
executing the following steps:
(a) Calculate χn , such that χn = σ
2αn, where αn is a vector of length MN× 1
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containing complex noise amplitudes corresponding to each pulse-channel
pair.
(b) Calculate Rn using Equation (2.32).
8. Calculate interference-plus-noise space-time snapshot, χu , where χu = χc +χn
9. Calculate the clairvoyant interference-plus-noise covariance matrix Ru = Rc +
Rn.
10. Estimate the space-time covariance matrix, R̂, by employing the SMI technique
described in 2.5.6, in particular using Equation (2.37).
11. Calculate both optimum and practical FD-STAP filters, wo and w, using Equa-
tions (2.35) and (2.38).
12. Calculate SINRL,o and SINRL for the FD-STAP using Equations (2.42) and
(2.43).
13. Gather χu of all rangebins and form a 3D datacube of dimension M× N× L.
14. Calculate target space-time snapshot for a target with position coordinate spe-
cified within Table 3.1, and place it at the appropriate rangebin of the datacube.
15. Assign the preferred EFA number, e.g., EFA number is 3 for Order 1 and 5 for
Order 2 EFA.
16. Perform Doppler filtering of the space-time data by applying one-dimensional
FFT across the slow-time components of both datacube and space-time steering
vector.
17. Estimate the space-Doppler covariance matrix, ˆ̃R, for the chosen EFA case using
SMI technique described in 2.5.6, in particular using Equation (2.37). Note, the
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number of training data range bins would have reduced to 2 ×Md × N, where
Md is the number of Doppler bins selected to perform adaptive filtering at each
Doppler bin as per shown in Figure 2.13. Basically, Md must equal the EFA
number chosen at step 15.
18. Perform adaptive filtering at each Doppler bin with Doppler bin width restricted
to the EFA number to calculate both optimum and practical RD-STAP weight
vectors for all Doppler bins, w̃o and w̃, using Equations (2.46a) and (2.46b).
19. Calculate SINRL,o and SINRL at each Doppler bin as a result of implementing
this RD-STAP (EFA) technique using Equations (2.42) and (2.43). Store the
SINRL,o and SINRL results of each realization separately.
20. Repeat steps 3 - 19 for the preferred number of realizations, which for this re-
search was fixed at 200: Adopted same number of realizations as [2] to maintain
consistency when comparing results.
21. Calculate the mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves for 200 realizations and store
the results.
22. Repeat steps 1 - 21 for each bandwidth and subcarrier modulation scheme
combination.
3.3.2 Beamspace Post-Doppler simulation
M&S steps required to implement JDL, which is the beamspace post-Doppler
STAP technique chosen for analysis in this research, are outlined below. Most of
the steps between the element and beamspace post-Doppler techniques are identical,
particularly generation of the space-time datacube. Hence, these steps were kept
common between these two techniques. Steps that are distinctly different between
EFA and JDL are listed as follows.
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1. Execute steps 1 to 15 listed in Subsection 3.3.1.
2. Perform Doppler processing and beamforming of the space-time data through
applying 2D FFT to the space-time datacube and the space-time steering vector.
3. Assign preferred number of angular beam bins, Nb, and Doppler bins Md, to
form each LPR.
4. Extract angle-Doppler data corresponding to the specified number of beam bins
centred at the look angle of θ = 0◦ as per detailed in Subsection 2.6.4. This will
result in a transformed datacube of size M× Nb × L.
5. Estimate the angle-Doppler covariance matrix, ˆ̃R, for the chosen Doppler-angle
bin number combination using SMI technique described in 2.5.6, in particular
using Equation (2.37). Note, the number of training data range bins would have
reduced to 2×Md × Nb.
6. Perform adaptive filtering and calculate SINRL,o and SINRL due to implement-
ing JDL algorithm at each Doppler bins be adopting steps 18-19 listed in Sub-
section 3.3.1.
7. Repeat these steps for 200 realizations.
8. Calculate the mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves for the 200 realizations and store
the results.
9. Repeat steps 1 - 8 for each bandwidth and subcarrier modulation scheme com-
bination.
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IV. Results and Analysis
4.1 Overview
This chapter documents the results of the M&S activities, conducted in accord-
ance with the methodology described in chapter III. The two RD-STAP algorithms
were compared through analyzing the impact on optimum SINR Loss (SINRL,o) and
estimated SINR Loss (SINRL) curves due to varying LTE signal’s bandwidth mode,
and the bit-rate. Furthermore, as a control measure, the FD-STAP M&S results were
compared with the results presented in [2]. This comparison confirmed the FD-STAP
SINRL,o curves followed the same trend as [2], which ensured the M&S methodology
adopted is sound and similar to the previously endorsed research that acted as the
stepping-stone for this research. SINRL,o curves are referenced using ‘OPT’ subscript
in the legend of the results provided throughout this chapter. Similarly, the absence
of subscript in the legend indicates that the associated SINR curve relates to SINRL.
4.2 Bandwidth mode effects on SINR Loss
As established in [2], SINRL,o of FD-STAP worsened with decrease in LTE band-
width modes, with 20 MHz LTE signal producing the best SINRL,o compared to the
remaining LTE bandwidth modes. The same trend was also observed with the RD-
STAP algorithms as per highlighted in Figures 4.1 - 4.15. Similarly, the increase in
the RD-STAP complexity was also seen to degrade the SINR loss performance, with
EFA offering better performance compared to JDL at each bandwidth mode. As per
detailed within 2.6.2, JDL is classified to be the most complex RD-STAP algorithm
between EFA and JDL. Furthermore, within each RD-STAP algorithm, SINRL,o was
better than SINRL as expected due to space-time covariance matrix estimation errors
and subsequent inefficiencies introduced in generating SINRL. Finally, an SINRL,o or
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SINRL curve with smaller negative dB values demonstrates better target detection
performance than a curve with larger negative dB values. In other words, an increas-
ing trend in negative dB values is indicative of SINR loss performance degradation,
while a decreasing trend indicates performance improvement.
4.2.1 High band - 20 and 15 MHz
As per detailed in Section 3.3, the selection of the target’s x-coordinate posi-
tion was dependent on the LTE bandwidth mode. Thus, for the High-band, the
x-coordinate position was chosen to be 3100 m, same as Taylor’s research model [2]
for ease of comparison. However, the same target position could not be used for lower
bandwidth modes due to poor range resolution, requiring target to be placed further
out to sufficiently capture the matched filter response’s sidelobes. Subsections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3 discusses the lower bandwidth modes in detail.
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 corroborates Taylor’s findings in [2] that SINRL,o im-
proves with increase in LTE signal’s bandwidth for FD-STAP. These results further
establish that both RD-STAP algorithms follow the same trend as well. In particular
within each RD-STAP algorithm, SINRL,o outperformed SINRL as expected due to
space-time clutter covariance matrix estimation errors as stated in Section 4.2. Fur-
thermore, the SINRL performance of EFA in the heavy-clutter region (low normalized
Doppler region) was observed to perform slightly better compared to SINRL,o curves
of JDL within the same region. Thus, this indicates that SINRL of EFA algorithm
outperforms SINRL,o of JDL algorithm in heavy-clutter scenarios. From a more prac-
tical sense, EFA is the best performing of the two RD-STAP algorithms by a margin
of approximately 3 dB in the clutter-heavy regions (low-Doppler values) and by a
margin of 1 dB in the noise-heavy regions (higher-Doppler values).
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Figure 4.1: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of High-band
bandwidth modes for QPSK LTE modulation scheme.
Figure 4.2: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of High-band
bandwidth modes for 16 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
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Figure 4.3: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of High-band
bandwidth modes for 64 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
SINR loss values at f̄d = −0.5 were extracted for each bandwidth mode - bit-rate -
STAP technique combination and plotted together as 3D bar graphs in Figures 4.4 and
4.5. Results were grouped and plotted in Figure 4.4 in such a way that it compares the
bandwidth mode variation across various STAP techniques. These results confirm the
previously established conclusion that SINRL and SINRL,o degrades with decrease in
LTE signal bandwidth mode. Similarly, Figure 4.5 highlights the previously observed
trend that SINR loss performance improves with decrease in RD-STAP complexity.
Additionally, Figure 4.5 also confirmed that SINRL,o outperformed SINRL in both
RD-STAP techniques. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are presented to provide an alternative
perspective for the reader to compare the SINR loss performance impacts. Finally,
these figures provide a snapshot at a specific normalized Doppler frequency with
taller bars indicative of better SINR performance (lower SINR loss) and shorter bars
corresponds to poor performance (higher SINR loss).
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Figure 4.4: High-Band bandwidth modes comparison across STAP techniques at
f̄d = −0.5. The height of the bar graphs is inversely related to the SINR loss. Tall
bars represent better SINR loss performance (lower SINR loss) while shorter bars
correspond to poor performance (higher SINR loss).
Figure 4.5: High-Band STAP techniques comparison across bandwidth modes at
f̄d = −0.5. Tall bars represent better SINR loss performance while shorter bars
correspond to poor performance.
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4.2.2 Mid-band - 10 and 5 MHz
Due to the physical limitations imposed by the lower bandwidth modes, the target
position had to be changed for different bandwidth modes. High-band simulations
adopted the same target position as [2] (see Section 4.2.1), which is not valid for
the lower bandwidth modes due to an increase in ∆R. Hence, target x-coordinate
position of 6500 m was chosen for the Mid-band bandwidth modes. Simulation results
provided as Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8 indicate both SINRL,o and SINRL degraded with
decrease in bandwidth mode for both FD-STAP and RD-STAP algorithms. These
results were consistent with Section 4.2.1 results. Additionally, the complexity of
the RD-STAP algorithm had also influenced SINR loss with increase in complexity
worsening both SINRL,o and SINRL. Same trend was also observed with both High-
band and Low-band bandwidth modes. Reduction in both DoF and the available
training data have contributed to this observation. Finally, the SINRL of EFA was
observed to be slightly better than SINRL,o of JDL near the clutter notch. This
supports a conclusion that EFA performs better than JDL when in close proximity
to the clutter notch (ridge). More specifically, adopting JDL in the clutter-heavy
regions worsened SINRL by approximately 4 dB in comparison with EFA. Similarly,
employing EFA in the noise-heavy regions improved SINRL by approximately 2.5 dB
compared to JDL.
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Figure 4.6: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Mid-band
bandwidth modes for QPSK LTE modulation scheme.
Figure 4.7: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Mid-band
bandwidth modes for 16 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
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Figure 4.8: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Mid-band
bandwidth modes for 64 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
SINR loss values at f̄d = −0.5 were extracted for each of the Mid-band band-
width modes and plotted together as 3D bar graphs in Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Figure
4.9 plotted compares the bandwidth mode variation across FD-STAP and RD-STAP
techniques. The results corroborate the earlier conclusion that SINRL and SINRL,o de-
grades with decrease in LTE signal bandwidth mode. Similarly, Figure 4.10 highlights
the previously observed trend that SINR loss performance improves with decrease in
RD-STAP complexity. Finally, Figure 4.10 also confirmed that SINRL,o outperformed
SINRL in both RD-STAP techniques.
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Figure 4.9: Mid-Band bandwidth modes comparison across STAP techniques at f̄d =
−0.5. Tall bars represent better SINR loss performance while shorter bars correspond
to poor performance.
Figure 4.10: Mid-Band STAP techniques comparison across bandwidth modes at
f̄d = −0.5. Tall bars represent better SINR loss performance while shorter bars
correspond to poor performance.
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4.2.3 Low-band - 3 and 1.4 MHz
The target position for the Low-band simulations was extended to 20500 m.
SINRL,o and SINRL comparison is plotted for each modulation scheme in Figures
4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. Additionally, SINR loss values at f̄d = −0.5 for each of the
Low-band bandwidth modes were plotted as 3D bar graphs in Figures 4.14 and 4.15.
Analysis of these results indicate the trends observed with higher bandwidth modes
were applicable to Low-band as well. Hence, further details are not provided in the
interest of avoiding repeated analysis.
Figure 4.11: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Low-band
bandwidth modes for QPSK LTE modulation scheme.
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Figure 4.12: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Low-band
bandwidth modes for 16 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
Figure 4.13: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of Low-band
bandwidth modes for 64 QAM LTE modulation scheme.
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Figure 4.14: Low-Band bandwidth modes comparison across STAP techniques at
f̄d = −0.5.
Figure 4.15: Low-Band STAP techniques comparison across bandwidth modes at
f̄d = −0.5.
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4.3 Subcarrier Modulation scheme (LTE bit-rate) effects on SINR Loss
As per established in [2], SINRL,o of FD-STAP worsened with increase in LTE
bit-rate, with 64 QAM signal producing the worst SINR loss compared to 16 QAM
and QPSK signals. QPSK produced the best SINRL,o and SINRL of the three LTE
bit-rates. This trend was also observed with the RD-STAP algorithms in Figures
4.16, 4.17 and 4.18. Increase in the RD-STAP complexity has degraded the SINR
loss performance, with EFA offering better performance compared to JDL for each
LTE bit-rate. Furthermore, within each RD-STAP algorithm, SINRL,o outperformed
SINRL as expected and as previously observed with bandwidth comparison results
in Section 4.2. Finally, Figure 4.19 compare the effects of varying signal bit-rates
across various STAP techniques using 3D bar graphs plotted using SINR values at
f̄d = −0.5. These graphs confirmed the trends outlined above while providing an




Figure 4.16: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of subcarrier
modulation schemes for the Low-band LTE bandwidth modes. Figures 4.17 and 4.18




Figure 4.17: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of subcarrier




Figure 4.18: Mean SINRL,o and SINRL curves comparing the effects of subcarrier




Figure 4.19: Comparison of subcarrier modulation scheme effects across STAP tech-
niques of 5 MHz LTE signal at f̄d = −0.5. The height of the bar graphs is inversely
related to the SINR loss. Tall bars represent better SINR loss performance (lower
SINR loss) while shorter bars correspond to poor performance (higher SINR loss).
Increase in signal bit-rates degraded the SINR performance. Increase in RD-STAP
complexity within a bandwidth mode had also degraded the SINR performance.
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4.4 LTE Transmission Mode Performance Trade-off
The analysis of the results presented within sections 4.2 and 4.3 concludes that
both increasing the signal bandwidth and decreasing its bit-rate will degrade SINRL,o
and SINRL of both FD-STAP and RD-STAP. Thus, this provides an initial template
to choose the best available LTE signal to meet the mission requirements. How-
ever, choosing a signal with the highest bandwidth or lowest bit-rate may not be
the best approach. The results indicate that the bandwidth mode and bit-rate must
be considered in tandem to obtain the best performance. Transmission signal choice
made solely based on just one of these criteria will introduce SINR loss performance
trade-off due to inadvertently choosing the low performing option for the remaining
criterion. Figure 4.20 corroborates this finding through demonstrating that the SINR
loss performance of a lower bandwidth - lower bit-rate LTE signal is superior to a
higher bandwidth - higher bit-rate LTE signal.
This finding is further restricted through constraining the presence of performance
trade-off to the LTE signals with closer bandwidth mode separation. Increasing the
separation between LTE bandwidth modes significantly reduces the impact of bit-rate
on SINR loss performance trade-off. This adjustment to SINR loss performance is
established through comparing LTE signals with larger bandwidth mode separation
in Figure 4.21. Target’s x-coordinate position for the Mid-band bandwidth modes was
changed to match Low-band (20500 m) to enable accurate comparison of simulation
results in this section.
Furthermore, The choice of bandwidth mode directly impacts the range resolution
performance of the waveform. Table 4.1 lists the range resolution metrics (∆R) for
each of the LTE bandwidth modes. Hence, choosing a low bandwidth low bit-rate
signal, while improving the SINR loss performance metric, degrades the range resol-
ution offered. Therefore, careful consideration of the performance trade-off between
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SINR loss and ∆R metrics must be exercised in choosing the best LTE signal of
opportunity that meets the needs of the mission.







Table 4.1: Range resolution comparison of various LTE bandwidth modes
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(a) 20 MHz - 64 QAM vs 15 MHZ - QPSK
(b) 10 MHz - 64 QAM vs 5 MHZ - QPSK
Figure 4.20: LTE Signal choice trade-off analysis shown through comparison of high
bandwidth and high bit-rate signal against a lower bandwidth and lower bit-rate
signal, with closer bandwidth mode separation. Simulation plots demonstrate that
choice of bit-rate has significant effect when choosing between closely separated LTE
bandwidth modes.
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(a) 10 MHz - 64 QAM vs 3 MHZ - QPSK
(b) 5 MHz - 64 QAM vs 1.4 MHZ - QPSK
Figure 4.21: LTE Signal choice trade-off analysis shown through comparison of high
bandwidth and high bit-rate signal against a lower bandwidth and lower bit-rate
signal, with wider bandwidth mode separation. Subfigures demonstrate that choice
of bit-rate has insignificant effect when choosing between LTE bandwidth modes that
are further apart.
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4.5 ICM effects on PBR performance
The RD-STAP results analyzed so far had confirmed that an increase in LTE signal
bandwidth or decrease in its bit-rate improves SINR loss performance metrics. This
conclusion is consistent with FD-STAP results documented in [2]. Thus, these results
have characterized the PBR target detection performance of LTE signal attributes
using both FD-STAP and RD-STAP as set forth in 1.2. As an extension to this
research objective the impacts of ICM on PBR performance was analyzed using FD-
STAP. ICM is modeled through applying time-domain taper to the temporal steering
vector as detailed in 2.5.4. Results of this M&S are detailed in this section.
The comparison of FD-STAP and RD-STAP results outlined in this research con-
firm that they follow the same trend. Therefore, it is expected that ICM impact
analysis using RD-STAP will yield results similar to the FD-STAP results covered
in this section. However, this hypothesis is not confirmed as part of this research,
instead recommended as a potential future research activity.
4.5.1 ICM Method 1 Results
Figures 4.22 - 4.24 compare the effects of ICM, modeled using Method 1, on PBR
performance based on FD-STAP algorithm. These results are based on 200 Monte
Carlo simulations. These results indicate that the introduction of ICM has widened
the clutter notch through comparison of the SINRL curves with and without ICM.
Clutter notch widening is representative of clutter sources becoming more incoherent,
which requires more DoF to adaptively process and suppress these clutter sources.
Additionally, increasing the velocity standard deviation, σv, has widened the corres-
ponding SINRL curve clutter notches further. SINRL worsened by approximately 6.5
dB between σv = 0 and σv = 2 cases at f̄d = 0.05 for the LTE signal with QPSK sub-
carrier modulation. Velocity standard deviation variations had insignificant impact
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on SINRL curves when moving away from the clutter notch region. For example, at
f̄d = 0.2, SINRL degraded by approximately 3 dB between σv = 0 and σv = 2 cases.
Hence, this illustrates that the presence of ICM degrades the SINRL performance in
the clutter notch region with severe degradation occurring as σv increases. These
simulation results further highlight that in the noise-heavy regions varying σv had
insignificant impact on SINRL. The ICM performance impact trend outlined above
for the QPSK signal can also be extended to 16QAM and 64QAM signals as shown
in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. This analysis of the simulation results using FD-STAP
confirms the impacts ICM theorized in 2.5.4.1.
Figure 4.22: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing varying σv for 10 MHz
- QPSK LTE FDD DL signal.
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Figure 4.23: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing various σv for 10 MHz
- 16QAM LTE FDD DL signal.
Figure 4.24: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing various σv for 10 MHz
- 64QAM LTE FDD DL signal.
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4.5.2 ICM Method 2 Results
Figures 4.25 - 4.27 compare the effects of ICM modeled using Method 2 based
on FD-STAP algorithm. Similar to Method 1 results, these results are also based on
200 Monte Carlo simulations. In line with results presented in 4.5.1, the introduction
of ICM has widened the clutter notch. Additionally, increasing the wind speed of
the clutter model, vc, has widened the corresponding SINRL curve clutter notches
further. Thus, these simulation results using FD-STAP confirms the impacts ICM
theorized in 2.5.4.2.
Additionally, increase in vc has also worsened the SINRL over the entire normalized
Doppler frequency range. This degradation in normalized Doppler spectrum outside
of the clutter notch region is unique to Method 2 approach and was not present within
Method 1 results. In fact the analysis of Method 1 results in 4.5.1 had established
that varying σv had insignificant impact on SINRL in the noise-heavy regions. This
trend observed with ICM Method 2 results could be attributed to the clutter sources
increasingly becoming non-coherent with increase in vc. This non-coherency contrib-
utes in these clutter sources behaving more like random noise sources. As a result,
the noise power across the entire Doppler spectrum is seen to increase through de-
gradation in SINRL, while decreasing the clutter notch depth due to lack of coherency
among clutter due to ICM.
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Figure 4.25: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing varying vc for 10 MHz
- QPSK LTE FDD DL signal.
Figure 4.26: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing various vc for 10 MHz
- 16QAM LTE FDD DL signal.
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Figure 4.27: Effects of ICM on FD-STAP shown through comparing various vc of the ICM
for 10 MHz - 64QAM LTE FDD DL signal.
Even though the clutter notch widening trend with increase in vc was consistent
across all bit-rates, the previously established SINRL degradation trend with increase
in signal bit-rate (see section 4.3) was no longer present. Figure 4.28 corroborates
this observation. These results show that in heavy wind scenarios choosing a low bit-
rate LTE signal is not expected to provide a superior target detection performance
than high bit-rate signal of same bandwidth. In particular at vc = 40 mph the SINRL
curves for all three bit-rates were almost identical. Thus, Method 2 illustrates increase
in vc diminishes the previously established performance superiority of lower bit-rate
LTE signals over the higher bit-rate.
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of the effects of varying vc on different subcarrier modulation
schemes of 10 MHz LTE FDD DL signal. Results show that increase in vc degrades the
previously established performance superiority of lower bit-rate LTE signals over the higher
bit-rate.
Finally, an alternate comparison metric in terms of 3dB loss clutter notch width of
the SINRL curves was generated for further analysis. Figures 4.29 and 4.30 compare
the effects of increasing σv and vc on SINRL curve clutter notch width at the 3dB
loss point for varying bit-rates of the 10 MHz LTE signal. Results indicate both ICM
methods increase the clutter notch width with increase in ICM. This confirms the
theory outlined in 2.5.4 and the results presented in 4.5. The key difference between
the two methods is that clutter notch widened linearly with increase in σv under
Method 1, whereas the clutter notch widening was non-linear and almost logarithmic
under Method 2. This difference in relationship between ICM and clutter notch width
is likely due to the underlying mathematical model and could be investigated further
as a future research task.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of 3dB loss clutter notch widths for varying σv on different
subcarrier modulation schemes of 10 MHz LTE FDD DL signal.
Figure 4.30: Comparison of 3dB loss clutter notch widths for varying vc on different
subcarrier modulation schemes of 10 MHz LTE FDD DL signal.
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4.6 Comparison of Short and Full length matched filter (MF) simulations
The MF length of the simulation results presented so far was restricted to signific-
antly reduce the computation time and resources required. As an example, simulating
the clairvoyant clutter space-time steering vectors for the Full MF length of 66.67 µs
consumed almost 640 GB of RAM for each of the High-band bandwidth mode - bit-
rate combination. Furthermore, the computation took significant time to complete
one realization, which would have resulted in significantly longer Montecarlo simula-
tions. Hence, the MF length was limited to 5.4 µs for the simulations analyzed thus
far. This specific duration of 5.4µs was selected as the Short length MF to remain
consistent with [2] and to ensure comparison of simulation results has same underlying
MF length. This limits the clutter Doppler spread effects of outer rangebins resulting
in better than actual SINRL,o and SINRL performance. In order to overcome this
issue virtual computing approach was adopted, which simulated the Full MF per-
formance characteristics. The Full length MF duration was chosen as 66.67µs, which
equates to Tsym. Under this method a cluster of computers were gathered to produce
a memory capacity of 640 GB, with results of 200 Monte Carlo simulations plotted
in Figure 4.31. As highlighted above, the higher bandwidth modes took significantly
longer time to compute and resulted in the virtual computer to become unresponsive.
Hence, only the Low-band bandwidth modes’ Full MF characteristics were simulated.
Results clearly indicate modeling the clutter using the entire MF length had
worsened SINRL,o and SINRL by approximately 1.5 dB for the 3 MHz LTE bandwidth
mode using QPSK modulation. Similarly, both SINR loss metrics had worsened by
approximately 2 dB for the 1.4 MHz QPSK signal for the Full MF length model.
Quantitative increase in SINRL,o and SINRL were approximated at the noise-heavy
regions, at the far extremes of the normalized Doppler frequency scale. Therefore, in
realistic applications, using Full MF length will worsen both SINRL,o and SINRL due
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to incorporating the clutter-Doppler spread from the rangebins corresponding to the
Full MF length. Apart from this point of difference, changing MF length did not res-
ult in any other change to the trends analyzed thus far. Hence, LTE signal attributes
effects on PBR STAP performance for both FD-STAP and RD-STAP remain valid
regardless of the MF length chosen for M&S purposes.
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(a) 3 MHZ - QPSK
(b) 1.4 MHZ - QPSK
Figure 4.31: SINR loss performance characteristics comparison Short and Full MF
lengths for 3 and 1.4 MHz LTE signals with QPSK modulation. Increasing the MF
length degraded both SINRL,o and SINRL regardless of LTE signal’s bandwidth mode
or its subcarrier modulation scheme.
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V. Conclusion and Future Work
This thesis tackled the PBR signal selection problem in GMTI missions through
generating performance metrics in terms of SINR loss, which compared two key LTE
signal attributes using a few STAP techniques. Absence of extensive prior work in
this topic area influenced this research to focus primarily on expanding on [2], which
addressed a similar problem using optimum FD-STAP. Operationally representat-
ive RD-STAP techniques, specifically EFA and JDL, were researched and employed
to generate the PBR performance metrics. M&S associated with this research was
conducted using MATLAB® with significant computational resource limitation ex-
perienced in simulating the SINR curves of higher bandwidth mode LTE signals.
This limitation was mitigated through employing virtual computing to increase the
physical computing capacity of the processing computer. Simulation results have con-
cluded that increasing signal bandwidth will improve the PBR performance metrics
provided in terms of both SINR (SINRL,o, SINRL) and ∆R. Conversely, increasing
the bit-rate of the subcarrier modulation scheme had worsened SINRL and SINRL,o,
with nil effect on ∆R. This trend was consistent regardless of the STAP techniques
employed. Additionally, increasing the complexity of RD-STAP algorithms has also
worsened both SINRL,o and SINRL, without impacting the performance trends of
LTE signal attributes. Presence of a performance trade-off between the two LTE
signal attributes was investigated and confirmed, which dictates careful consideration
of mission requirements in choosing the suitable LTE signal as documented in this
paper.
Finally, the impact of ICM on PBR performance was analyzed through two separ-
ate ICM models using FD-STAP. FD-STAP results confirmed the theoretical hypo-
thesis that the increase in clutter motion will widen the clutter ridge due to increasing
the rank of Rc. Furthermore, the previously established performance superiority of
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lower bit-rate LTE signals over the higher bit-rate signals had diminished with in-
crease in wind speed when using Method 2 to model ICM. Analysis of ICM effects
using RD-STAP algorithm is recommended as potential future research task.
5.1 Future Work
The following list contains recommended future research activities to build on this
research.
1. Investigate the impacts of other signal attributes and features such as the PSS,
SSS and CSRE on PBR performance.
2. Explore the impact of ICM on PBR performance using RD-STAP. Verify if
RD-STAP results trend is consistent with FD-STAP results documented in this
research.
3. Further explore and optimize the ICM methods investigated in this research.
4. Expand this M&S activity to a laboratory or practical setting to validate the
simulation results though experiments.
5. Employ a similar M&S methodology to investigate the impact of 5G signal
attributes in PBR performance.
6. Explore MF length impacts using 4/3 rd Earth model instead of the flat Earth
model adopted in this research.
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